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Abstract  

The leading figures of the French New Wave movement started as film critics. Eventually, François 

Truffaut, Jean-Luc Godard, Éric Rohmer and others put their cinephilic knowledge to use in writing 

scripts and directing films. Playful referencing is one of the main characteristics of their work, which 

is in direct dialogue with other films (as well as literature and art). Similarly, cinema is 

interconnected with real life. That is why I have chosen cinematic referencing as the basic method 

for my creative documentary film about older people in German-language fiction films.  

In the first phase of my artistic research, I have identified the most typical scenes featuring older 

people in popular German-language fiction films (2008-2018). In the second phase, I will ask a group 

of older people to re-enact these scenes, which include self-observation, retirement, memories of 

being young, dying, and illness. Interviews and conversations among the documentary’s characters 

will reveal their feelings when confronted with cinematic references. Would they describe the re-

enacted scenes as realistic or fake, fully developed or stereotypical, would they recognize the 

references? What alternative ways of portraying later life would the older participants propose? 

Would they come up with examples from their own life or would they suggest episodes from a 

movie?  

With this method, I will incite dialogue between not only real characters and fiction film characters, 

but also documentary film and fiction film, mainstream and independent cinema. The intention of this 

artistic research is to encourage critical discussion about the representation of  
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